College of Food lunch.

It is proposed to organise a lunch at the College of Food for members of the GGAA Midland Branch and guests on Thursday, March 1st 2018. The total cost for a three course meal with coffee will be £15.50. A provisional reservation has been made but this needs confirmation with the interim payment of deposits as soon as possible. If you would like to attend please complete the form below and return it to the address given by Friday, Dec 15th 2017.

The number of members attending Branch events has been dropping over recent years but the lunch at the College of Food has remained one of the more popular activities. If the booking does not proceed for lack of numbers your cheque would be returned, but if you are unable to go once the booking has been confirmed, unfortunately a refund would not be possible. Menu choices will need to be made and the balance paid nearer the time.

A Branch AGM will be arranged in the spring and details will be available in the New Year.

Please return the form below with cheque for £10.00 as deposit to:

Mrs Norma Broadbridge MBE.
336, Bournville Gardens, Bristol Road South, Birmingham, B31 2FS

________________________________________________________________________

Booking Form for lunch at the College of Food on Thursday, March 1st 2018.

Name: ........................................................................ Qualification and Year.................................

Address ..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................

Email ................................................................................................. Phone .........................................................

Number of places required............ Deposit enclosed .......................